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Abstract
In this paper, we present a deep learning model that exploits the power of self-supervision to perform 3D point
cloud completion, estimating the missing part and a context
region around it. Local and global information are encoded
in a combined embedding. A denoising pretext task provides
the network with the needed local cues, decoupled from
the high-level semantics and naturally shared over multiple classes. On the other hand, contrastive learning maximizes the agreement between variants of the same shape
with different missing portions, thus producing a representation which captures the global appearance of the shape.
The combined embedding inherits category-agnostic properties from the chosen pretext tasks. Differently from existing approaches, this allows to better generalize the completion properties to new categories unseen at training time.
Moreover, while decoding the obtained joint representation, we better blend the reconstructed missing part with
the partial shape by paying attention to its known surrounding region and reconstructing this frame as auxiliary objective. Our extensive experiments and detailed ablation on the
ShapeNet dataset show the effectiveness of each part of the
method with new state of the art results. Our quantitative
and qualitative analysis confirms how our approach is able
to work on novel categories without relying neither on classification and shape symmetry priors, nor on adversarial
training procedures.

1. Introduction
Cameras that scan and render objects in 3D are becoming
more and more available as standard feature in many smartphones, drones, robots and cars. Most of these 3D sensing
technologies are low-cost stereo cameras as well as depth
and laser scanners that output point clouds which are often
incomplete due to occlusions, transparency, light reflections
or limitations in resolution and viewing angle. The missing

Figure 1. Our DeCo encodes local and global information from the
training data via denoising and contrastive learning. The learned
embedding is finally decoded to estimate the missing part of the
input shape and a frame, i.e. a context region around the hole.
Thanks to the class-agnostic nature of the self-supervised pretext
tasks, our model is effective for point-cloud completion on novel
object categories.

regions corrupt the object shape preventing its direct use in
tasks like robotic manipulation [28], scene understanding
[10], autonomous driving [2] and augmented reality [17].
To overcome those issues, point cloud completion aims at
estimating the complete geometry of the missing regions
from partial observations.
There have been several efforts to tackle the completion
problem including volumetric representations and related
distance fields or mesh models. The most recent literature
focuses on the efficient solution of directly inferring new
points: a widely used pipeline consists in encoding the partial input into a latent representation which is then decoded
to produce the whole shape. However, this strategy leads to
an overly difficult setting, where the method attempts at reconstructing the entire point cloud rather than simply filling
the missing part. As a consequence, the learned model captures the global geometry more than local properties of each
sample, resulting in reconstructions that resemble a generic
average object rather than the specific input instance. Naı̈ve
design choices of the encoder also contribute to this effect by squashing all the structural information of the point
cloud into a single latent global feature with a significant
information loss on the details of local regions.
Among the techniques proposed to improve local and
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global feature fusion, some try to improve the encoder by
describing the point cloud as a collection of surface elements with expansion constraints [16], others model the 3D
skeleton of the object [19] or propose new pooling operations [32]. Better decoders have been also developed by
revisiting and accumulating low level features as local descriptors [11, 34, 40], adopting a pyramid strategy to recover the missing geometry at multiple resolution levels
[11], or including skip and cascaded connections to share
information with the encoder [34, 30]. Other approaches
exploit local refinements by point upsampling [16, 39], or
via adversarial training of patch discriminators [30, 19].
Most of these techniques have never been challenged neither with point clouds corrupted with more than one hole,
nor with the reconstruction of object categories unseen at
training time. As a matter of fact, in some cases, perclass shape priors are adopted as supervised oracle initialization for the missing points [30]. In order to overcome this
closed-set scenario, we propose a novel point cloud completion method that exploits the power of two self-supervised
pretext tasks and inherits their category-agnostic properties
with a clear generalization effect. Specifically, the main
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We propose DeCo (see Figure 1), a model for point
cloud completion, that combines local information from
Denoising [20] and global information from Contrastive
learning [3]. In this way we shed new light on local and
global cues which are otherwise reduced just to features
at different network depths.
• The self-supervised learned embedding is finally decoded
to estimate the missing part of the input shape and a
frame, i.e. a context region around the hole. This solution avoids the risks of genus-wise distortions [36], and
allows to better blend the predicted missing part to the
incomplete input.
• DeCo’s architecture is designed by exploiting graph convolutions. To the best of our knowledge, the graph logic
is used here on point cloud completion for the first time.
• We present extensive experiments on ShapeNet [1] with
point clouds corrupted by single and multiple holes as
well as testing on novel categories. Our quantitative and
qualitative results show the effectiveness of DeCo and set
the new state of the art.

2. Related Work
Shape completion has a long tradition in the computer
graphics and vision fields and has recently attracted the
attention of the deep learning community. Early works
engineered effective descriptors by leveraging geometric
cues [5, 12] and symmetric priors [27, 18], while datadriven methods were mainly based on retrieval procedures

from large 3D shape databases [15, 25]. The most recent learning-based approaches learn a mapping between
the partial and corresponding completed shape by exploiting voxel-grids, meshes or point-clouds. Voxel-based approaches exploit 3D convolution networks which lead to
large computation and memory cost [4, 8, 24]: this forces a
reduction in the resolution of input data and limits the processing of fine-grained shapes. In [7, 29] reference meshes
are progressively deformed to match the target. However,
this strategy does not generalize across topologies.
Point-cloud representations are much more flexible because new points can be easily added during the learning procedure. The pioneering Point Completion Network
(PCN, [39]) was based on an encoder-decoder architecture
to reconstruct dense and complete point sets. TopNet [26]
includes a tree-structured decoder to improve the pointcloud generation. Differently, Sarmad et al. [21] proposed a
GAN-based solution where reinforcement learning is used
to better control the adversarial loss function. Several works
have also revisited both the global feature encoding process
and the following local refinement. The method proposed
in [34] combines a skip-attention mechanism to avoid information loss about structure details in local regions: the
local geometric information is kept when encoding the original incomplete point cloud, and also used at different resolutions in the decoder. In CRN [30], the feature encoder
and coarse reconstructor produce a rough complete object
shape, which is then updated with points of higher resolution through subsampling from the partial input. Moreover,
a feature contraction-expansion unit refines the point position gradually and is further guided by a patch based discriminator, trained to force every local region to have the
same pattern as real complete point-clouds. In MSN [16]
the refinement procedure is still based on subsampling. The
input point cloud and the coarse-grained prediction are recombined to obtain an evenly distributed point cloud, and
then a residual model is exploited to enable the generation
of fine-grained structures. A different solution based on extracting the 3D skeleton from the partial scan was presented
in [19]. The proposed model learns the displacement from
the skeletal points to the global surface space. To further
preserve fidelity on observable regions, the method also includes local refinement through an adversarial patch discriminator. The approach in [40] tackles the completion
problem by processing in a distinct way the partial known
shape and its missing chunk. It uses local features to represent the known part and keep the original details, while
global features are exploited for the missing part to describe
the latent underlying surface. Multi-level features are extracted via a hierarchical learning architecture with gradually increasing grouping radius, inspired by [38].
Very recently PF-Net [11] has shown how to generate
exclusively the missing part with good completion perfor-
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mance. Multi-scale features are learned from the partial
shape to get both local and global information. Then, the
missing part is produced hierarchically with primary and
secondary points from layers of different depth. Furthermore, an adversarial loss is included to match the distribution of predicted and real missing regions.
As in this last reference, DeCo combines local and global
information and focuses mainly on the missing part of the
shape. However, we jointly leverage the denoising task to
gather local cues and contrastive learning for overall global
features. Thus, we extract point features at various scales
in a different way with respect to just exploiting the network activations at several depths. Moreover, our solution
of involving the context of the missing region as auxiliary
reconstruction objective defines a new intermediate framework between the alternatives of reconstructing the entire
shape or only the missing part. In this way DeCo ensures
a smooth blending of the generated points with the partial
input: it takes advantage of the structure around the missing
part, while avoiding deformations on the known points.

3. Method
In the following we will indicate with X p the known
partial shape, which is an N ⇥ 3 unordered point cloud,
and with X m the corresponding missing part of dimension
M ⇥ 3, with M  N . They are respectively the input and
output ground truth of our DeCo model. The missing chunk
is defined by starting from a random viewpoint and sorting
the points in the cloud on the basis of the distance from the
observer, finally dropping the closest M set. We will also
use X to refer to the original complete shape of dimension (N + M ) ⇥ 3. To specify each point in the respective
clouds we adopt lower-case letters, e.g., x 2 X. Moreover,
we indicate with Y the generated shape which is composed
of Ym and Yp : for the latter it holds Yp = X p since we
keep the original partial input while seeking an estimate of
the missing part. We train our model starting from a set of
{X}K
k=1 complete point clouds which are used both for the
pretext tasks that warm-up the encoders, and for the following downstream completion task.
An overview of the proposed DeCo is shown in Figure
2. We will delve into the details of its main components
in the next sections. At high level, there are two parallel
encoders, implemented as graph convolutional neural network. The local encoder, pre-trained with a denoising task,
processes the partial shape to extract a feature vector per input point. The global encoder, pre-trained with contrastive
feature learning, produces a single feature vector for the
whole point cloud. The two representations are then combined and processed by a graph convolutional decoder, using pooling layers to gradually reduce the number points
and match the cardinality of the missing part.

3.1. Local Information by Denoising
Denoising is a highly localized task, mostly relying
on low-level geometric cues that are decoupled from the
global, high-level semantics and naturally shared over multiple classes. These characteristics perfectly fit with our
need of a locality prior for the category-agnostic completion model. We coded the task following [20], which exploits graph convolutional layers in a fully convolutional
network. The architecture of the local encoder is shown in
the bottom-right part of Figure 2. It is composed of residual blocks that perform graph-based operations to transform
the features associated to each point. Specifically, the graph
convolution aggregates features belonging to a neighborhood of limited size to maintain locality, while dynamically updating the graph via nearest neighbors in the feature space. With respect to the widely known Dynamic
Graph CNN (DGCNN, [31]), the solution in [20] uses
a lightweight Edge-Conditioned Convolution (ECC, [22])
layer, well suited for the denoising task. Besides introducing a more general definition of graph convolution, it also
addresses the vanishing gradient and over-parametrization
issues of the original ECC. Finally, a single graph convolutional layer projects the features back to the 3D space.
We drop this last layer after pre-training to retain the highdimensional feature space in the full DeCo achitecture.
The denoising network is trained by perturbing the input
point cloud with additive white Gaussian noise and minimizing the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the denoised point cloud X̃ and its noiseless ground truth X:
X
1
kx̃ xk2 ,
(1)
LM SE =
N +M
x̃2X̃
x2X

with the total loss obtained by averaging the contributions
over all the K training samples.

3.2. Global Information by Contrasting
Contrasting positive from negative sample pairs is a
common practice for representation and metric learning
[33, 23]. The goal is to learn an embedding where similar
examples (positive pairs) are mapped close to each other,
and dissimilar examples (negative pairs) are mapped far
apart. Recently, there has been a shift in the pairs definition, moving from an assignment based on the original sample class label to instance identity [6, 35]. Indeed, it has been shown that treating each sample as a
class and exploiting data augmentation to create surrogate
data pairs allows to get discriminative features from unlabeled data [3, 9]. Inspired by this literature, we code
the global point cloud shape information via contrastive
learning and we show the corresponding architecture in the
bottom-left part of Figure 2. Specifically, given a randomly sampled mini-batch of point clouds, each one is
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Figure 2. DeCo point cloud completion. Global and local encoders extract semantic and geometric information, respectively, from the
partial point cloud by pretraining with contrastive and denoising pretext tasks. The decoder converts this information into the
Lpoints of
the missing part. EdgeConv [31] and GConv [20] are graph convolutional layers, SAG Pool [14] is a graph pooling method.
denotes
concatenation, + denotes summation. Refer to Sec. 3.4 for all the implementation details.

augmented four times using a combination of rotation (yaxis), random scaling and jittering. All the transformed
versions are also randomly cropped. These new variants
{X 4k , X 4k 1 , X 4k 2 , X 4k 3 } are provided as input to
four stacked EdgeConv blocks [31]. The obtained convolved representations at different depths are concatenated
and further processed by an MLP layer. The global shape
feature vector is finally obtained by performing max pooling. A further MLP head (two hidden layer inter spaced by
ReLU) is used to project the global shape feature vector to a
lower dimensional space (128). This yields a representation
per sample variant P(k) = {z 4k , z 4k 1 , z 4k 2 , z 4k 3 }
that enters a generalized version of the the Normalized
Temperature-scaled cross entropy loss (NT-Xent):
LN T

Xent

=

exp(sim(z i , z j )/τ )
1 X
.
log P4K
|P(i)|
k=1 [k6=i] exp(sim(z i , z k )/τ )
j2P(i)

(2)

missing shape part. The two obtained feature embeddings
are aggregated and fed as input to the following decoder
network. Our decoder is composed by three EdgeConv layers [31] and two Self-Attention Graph Pooling layers (SAG
Pool, [14]), whose purpose is to reduce the number of points
down to the number of points of the missing part. As can
be noticed from the top part of Figure 2 the decoder has two
outputs at different levels. The final head is defined by an
MLP that generates Ym . The intermediate head positioned
between the two central EdgeConv layers steers the feature
space to correctly represent the region around the missing
part as well as the missing part itself.
Specifically, starting from the sorted points used for the
definition of the missing chunk X m , we extend our attention to the following set of F point in the same list to define
the frame + missing region X f m of dimension (F +M )⇥3.
We regularize training by constraining the decoder to generate an estimate of the missing part Ym consistent with the
ground truth X m , and to reconstruct correctly the frame
and the missing part as Yf m from the intermediate head.
For both objectives, the training procedure minimizes the
Chamfer Distance (CD) loss:

Here sim(z i , z j ) is the cosine similarity between two feature vectors, and the final loss is computed across all positive pairs within a quadruplet, while considering, as negatives all the remaining transformed samples of the minibatch. Following standard practice [3], we include the MLP
projection head only during the global encoder pre-training,
while it is removed in the final DeCo architecture.
This task is well suited for our global encoder: it promotes a robust semantic embedding by learning instance
representations that are close to each other regardless of
which portion of the point cloud is missing, and thus capturing a global understanding of it. Critically, it does not
require supervision in the form of class labels.

During testing we do not have control on the exact nature
of the missing shape part and the output of the intermediate
head is neglected.

3.3. Framing and Reconstructing the Missing Part

3.4. Implementation Details

The information collected by the local and global encoders are finally combined to guide the generation of the

We designed the local encoder architecture on the basis
of a graph constructed by searching dynamically for the k-

LCD =

1 n X
min kx
y2Ym
2M

yk22 +

y2Ym

x2X m

+

1
2(M + F )

n X

x2X f m

min kx

y2Yf m

X

yk22 +

X

y2Yf m

o

min ky

xk22

min ky

o
xk22 .

x2X m

x2X f m

(3)
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nearest neighbor (k = 8) of each point in terms of Euclidean
distance between their feature vectors. For pre-training we
used shapes corrupted by Gaussian noise with average set to
0 and standard deviation equal to 0.02. The global encoder
has four stacked EdgeConv layers, each with k = 24 nearest
neighbors. For pre-training we used shapes with random
crops of 25% (512 points out of point clouds of N = 2048).
We set the temperature scaling parameter in the NT-Xent
loss τ = 0.5. The decoder alternates EdgeConv layers with
k = 16 and two attention-based pooling layers, respectively
based on graphs with k = 16 and k = 6 neighbors. The
intermediate feature dimensions indicated in Figure 2 are
N1 = 1280 and N2 = 512 with M = F = 512.
We trained one single network over all 13 known object
categories for 240 epochs with a batch size of 30. We used
Adam [13] with initial learning rate set to 0.001, halved every 25 epochs for the (pre-trained) encoder and every 40
epochs for the decoder. We implemented all the network using PyTorch and train it on two NVIDIA Titan RTX GPUs
(PyTorch DataParallel) with CUDA 10.0. The model is finally tested on a single GPU with batch size 64. Ablation
experiments ran on hpc cluster with NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
The code of DeCo is available at https://github.
com/antoalli/Deco.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset, Baselines and Evaluation Metric
To evaluate the proposed DeCo we follow the experimental protocol of [11], selecting 13 object classes from
the benchmark dataset Shapenet-Part [37]. The total number of shapes is 14473 with 11705 used for training and
2768 for testing. All the input point cloud data is centered
at the origin and their coordinate are normalized to [ 1, 1].
The ground truth is created by sampling 2048 points uniformly on each shape. For the novel categories we selected
12 objects classes from Shapenet-Core [1], getting a total
of 7873 shapes. In the chosen set, six classes are semantically related to the seen ones (bicycle-motorbike, basketbag, helmet-cap, bowl-mug, rifle-pistol, vessel-airplane),
while the remaining six (piano, bookshelf, bottle, clock, microwave, telephone) were chosen randomly.
We compare against several recent completion methods:
PCN [39], MSN [16], CRN [30], as well as two variants
of PF-Net [11] with and without (vanilla version) its adversarial discriminator. For all these baselines we ran the
code provided by the authors to get both the quantitative
and qualitative results. To keep a fair comparison on 2048
points, for CRN we consider a single iteration through its
refinement sub-network. We quantitatively assess the performance of all the methods by using the Chamfer Distance
(CD) on the reconstructed missing part. More precisely, we
follow the evaluation strategy already validated by PF-Net:

Category
Airplane
Bag
Cap
Car
Chair
Lamp
Laptop
Motorbike
Mug
Pistol
Skateboard
Table
Guitar
Overall

PCN
[39]
31.515
37.825
66.275
24.320
31.265
93.745
22.460
34.420
35.905
29.490
23.815
24.775
10.540
34.095

MSN
[16]
15.907
59.185
40.276
24.176
20.751
41.094
11.718
21.276
57.007
14.560
14.146
22.103
6.959
22.410

CRN
[30]
39.334
33.593
53.146
39.537
28.688
30.207
26.393
41.292
41.153
26.845
34.358
23.953
15.224
29.044

PF-Net
vanilla [11]
11.015
40.000
49.945
21.925
19.130
41.555
11.520
20.525
32.800
11.395
12.275
20.560
4.350
20.209

PF-Net
[11]
10.805
38.485
50.450
21.640
19.490
42.910
11.220
19.905
31.880
10.885
12.365
20.845
4.425
20.445

DeCo
10.003
28.508
36.436
22.963
16.428
24.150
12.706
19.136
34.239
12.266
9.861
17.120
4.482
16.517

Table 1. Known Categories - Quantitative. Chamfer Distance on
the missing region of point clouds scaled by 104 . The lower, the
better.

Single Hole
Two Holes
25% 50%
PF-Net vanilla 20.209 20.950
25.140
PF-Net
20.445 19.325
33.632
16.517 17.554
24.430
DeCo
Table 2. Known Categories - Robustness Test Overall average
Chamfer Distance scaled by 104 . The results confirm the advantage of DeCo against its best competitor PF-Net.
Method

for the methods predicting the overall shape we report the
CD computed only on the M closest points to the crop centroid. We present the results per class and the overall average CD on all the test shapes.

4.2. Known Categories
Quantitative Analysis Table 1 presents the completion results that indicate the superiority of DeCo with respect to all
the considered baseline approaches. More in details, DeCo
outperforms its best competitor PF-Net on eight out of thirteen categories, with a large margin on lamp, cap, and bag.
Qualitative Analysis Figure 3 shows the point cloud reconstructed by the different baseline methods and by DeCo. On
the airplane point cloud, most of the baselines lack one or
both the wing engines. On the chair point cloud, DeCo is
the only method to reconstruct the missing leg without any
significant noise. The guitar highlights the clear advantage
of generating only the missing part, rather than reconstructing the whole shape, while also showing how DeCo is much
more precise than the two PF-Net variants. For the table, all
the baselines present artifacts either on the horizontal surface or on the legs. Finally, the last row shows a failure
case: none of the methods is able to generate a precise reconstruction for the missing part of the lamp. In general, it
is evident that the results of PCN are too noisy while those
of MSN are often discontinuous or incomplete.
Robustness Test To analyze the robustness of DeCo we ran
two sets of experiments over all the known classes by considering a single larger hole or two separate smaller holes
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Figure 3. Known Categories - Qualitative. The first four rows (airplane, chair, guitar, table) show how DeCo generates the missing shape
part with more details and a less noisy appearance than its competitors. The last row (lamp) shows a general failure case for all the
approaches. For PFNet and DeCo we visualize the predicted missing part (resp. yellow and blue points) w.r.t. the partial input (grey).

in the point clouds. In the first case, we changed M passing from 512 to 1024, thus extending the missing part from
25% to 50% of the original shape. In the second case, we
randomly chose two viewpoints, each used to define the origin of a 12.5% (M1 = M2 = 256 points) hole. We focus
on the comparison with the best performing baseline, i.e.
PF-Net, and the results in Table 2 confirm that DeCo outperforms it in all the settings, thus showing a stronger robustness. It is interesting to note that, when dealing with
two holes, the adversarial discriminator of PF-Net is detrimental: by monitoring the training, our intuition is that the
PF-Net reconstructed output remains too different from the
ground truth to properly trigger the beneficial effect of the
adversarial game.

4.3. Novel Categories
Quantitative Analysis We extend our experimental analysis to novel categories, unseen at training time. Given its
low reconstruction accuracy, we disregard PCN here while
keeping all the other baselines. The quantitative results in
Table 3 show how DeCo outperforms all the considered
competitors by a large margin regardless of the semantic
relatedness between the known and new classes.

CRN
PF-Net
PF-Net
DeCo
[30] vanilla [11] [11]
Similar
Bicycle
47.423 64.275
49.779
47.186 39.684
48.100 50.692
58.866
57.066 34.613
Basket
71.161 57.851
63.742
69.849 47.412
Helmet
Bowl
52.002 63.357
97.316
78.793 35.209
34.712 47.239
25.438
28.684 12.004
Rifle
Vessel
30.948 41.418
27.122
31.114 18.836
Overall
35.544 46.166
31.232
33.844 17.680
Dissimilar
Piano
62.969 61.643
62.131
62.994 49.429
Bookshelf 48.397 44.738
58.920
55.123 34.681
29.580 20.134
25.543
24.578 20.002
Bottle
57.222 38.132
50.964
48.373 32.826
Clock
61.702
56.152 41.877
Microwave 53.354 56.259
Telephone 38.032 25.554
38.085
32.063 20.106
Overall
45.049 34.625
45.014
41.449 28.403
Table 3. Novel Categories - Quantitative. Chamfer distance on
the missing region of point clouds scaled by 104 . The lower, the
better.
Categories

MSN
[16]

Qualitative Analysis Table 4 collects the point clouds completed by the different considered methods. In general
DeCo is the only approach that, besides not loosing infor-
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PF-Net vanilla
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Figure 4. Novel Categories - Qualitative. Completion results for samples of class basket, bicycle, bowl, vessel, telephone, bookshelf and
rifle (top to bottom row).

mation on the partial input, is able to fill the hole maintaining a smooth transition to the missing part as well as shape
continuity (e.g. the boarder of the bowl, the pointy end of
the vessel). The results of MSN and CRN are often noisy
(e.g. basket and bicycle) or present artifacts (e.g. telephone),
while the PF-Net variants are less precise than DeCo. The
bookshelf can be considered a mild failure case: none of
the approaches is able to complete correctly the second and
third partially missing shelves. DeCo has the best overall
appearance, also considering the details of the vertical shelf
connections, but the second and first shelf get merged together. The failure is even more evident in the case of rifle
in the last row.

4.4. Ablation Study
We can identify three main components in DeCo: the
local encoder, the global encoder and the auxiliary condition of reconstructing the frame region around the missing

part. To carefully study the effect of each of them we perform extensive ablation experiments and organize Table 4
into three groups. The first and second groups analyze the
benefits induced by the pretext tasks (denoising and contrastive learning) when respectively the frame spatial constraint is turned off and on; in the third group we consider
at the global encoder a supervised classification pretext for
comparison with our contrastive formulation.
If we focus on the known classes, the first row in Table 4 indicates that, by turning off all the pre-trainings and
the frame constraint, we get a CD (23.865) similar to MSN
(22.410) but higher than what obtained by PF-Net (20.445).
This indicates at the same time a good backbone design for
DeCo, as well as clear room for improvement in the training procedure. For the unknown classes our basic architecture outperforms (26.811) the competitors when dealing
with novel classes similar to the known ones (best case: PFNet Vanilla 31.232), but it is significantly worse (40.419) in
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Figure 5. Visual Ablation. Qualitative results showing the impact of each single component of our model. First row: Unknown object
Bookshelf. Second row: Known object Chair. Given the partial input points (grey), DeCo predicts the missing part points (blue).

case of dissimilar ones (best case: CRN 34.625). This confirms that the backbone per-se is not able to generalize.
The following rows in the first part of the table show how
both local denoising and global contrastive pre-training lead
to lower reconstruction errors. The former appears more effective than the latter: indeed local information is extremely
relevant to reconstruct the shape details. Still, their combination always produce a further accuracy gain, obtaining already state of the art results (DeCo known/unknown
sim./unknown diss.: (18.742 / 19.364 / 32.945) vs (PF-Net
20.445 / PF-Net van. 31.232 / CRN 34.625)).
The second group of results in the table highlights the effect of including the frame regularization: it provides an evident performance uplift, validating our hypothesis of better
blending the reconstructed points with the existing ones.
Finally, the bottom part of the table presents the effect
of substituting our unsupervised contrastive pretext with a
more informed supervised one. Although this choice appears valuable and allows to outperforms the top competitors, the obtained reconstruction error results are worse than
what obtained by DeCo. The difference is particularly evident on the unknown classes where the information coming
from the closed-world classification task is clearly unable to
support generalization. Our unsupervised local and global
pretext tasks provide less distortions in the generated missing part besides not requiring costly labeled data. The effect
of each component of our model is also shown by the visual
ablation in Figure 5.

5. Conclusions
In this work we introduced a new point cloud completion method that encodes shape knowledge via two selfsupervised pretext task: denoising to gather local cues and
contrastive learning for global information. Our DeCo focuses on reconstructing the missing part of the point cloud

Local
Denoise
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3

Global
Cla. Contr.
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
3
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
3
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7

Frame
7
7
7
7
3
3
3
3
7
7
3
3

Known
23.865
21.022
23.067
18.742
20.586
18.131
18.995
16.517
24.364
20.272
19.378
18.699

Overall
Unknown Sim. Unknown Diss.
26.811
40.419
22.213
33.602
25.723
36.567
19.364
32.945
22.538
32.661
20.064
31.824
20.989
32.070
17.680
28.403
29.470
40.269
21.187
34.592
21.942
32.456
21.712
31.645

Table 4. Ablation analysis. Chamfer Distance scaled by 104 . The
results show the gain provided by each single component of our
model. At the global encoder, we also compare the Contrastive
pretext (Contr.) with a supervised Classification pretext (Cla.).

by also exploiting a context frame region as anchor reference: it avoids to re-generate the whole shape while keeping strong spatial continuity with the observed partial input.
The obtained completion results as well as the conducted
ablation and robustness studies indicate that DeCo outperforms existing competitors defining the new state of the art
on the standard closed-class setting. Moreover we extensively evaluated DeCo on novel categories, further showing
the effectiveness of our approach.
How to deal with fine-grained structured objects as rifles or modern design lamp and bookshelves remains a challenging open question for all point cloud completion methods. For the future we plan to extend DeCo in this direction
as well as on real-world scans where the missing part issue
comes along with extremely sparse partial inputs.
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